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Abstract—This study explored how failures related to an adaptive cruise control (ACC) were handled by drivers and what the effects on safety can be. The experimental study included forty-eight subjects and was performed in a moving base driving simulator equipped with an ACC. Each subject experienced two different failures in separate scenarios. In total, the study included four different failures, i.e., Unwanted acceleration, Complete lack of deceleration, Partial lack of deceleration, and Speed limit violation. The outcome of each failure scenario has been categorized based on whether the driver managed to avoid a collision or not. For the outcomes where collisions were successfully avoided, the situations were analyzed in more detail and classified according to the strategy used by the driver. Besides showing that partial lack of deceleration caused more collisions than complete lack of deceleration (43% compared to 14% of the participants colliding), the results also indicate a preference among drivers to steer and change lane rather than to apply the brakes when faced with acceleration and deceleration failures. A trade off relationship was identified between allowing a failing ACC to stay operational and on the other hand disabling it when an error is detected. Keeping the system operational can cause confusion about the mode of the system but as the results of the study indicate it can also improve the situation by reducing impact speed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive cruise control (ACC) is today available in luxury as well as less expensive vehicle models. The system maintains a desired velocity while respecting a minimum time-headway (distance ahead of the vehicle given as the time it takes to travel that distance with the current velocity) to vehicles ahead by controlling throttle and brakes. Both desired velocity and time-headway are configured by the driver who is also expected to supervise the system. The driver may override the ACC using the throttle or by applying the brakes. Since the system was first release in the 1990’s it has been debated whether it has a positive effect on safety or not (see for example [1] and [2]). Nevertheless, potential safety benefits of systems such as the ACC that address speed and distance keeping are relevant. Rear-end collisions represent approximately 30% of the total crashes in United States and unsafe following distance is one of the primary causation factors [3].

Independently of whether it has positive effects on safety, the ACC is a safety-related system that with its ability to command both acceleration and brake requests can cause hazardous situations [4], [5], [1], [6], [7], [3], [8], [9]. This was demonstrated in [4] where it was found that drivers had problems coping with a functional limitation preventing the ACC from considering vehicles in a stationary cue. Such a limitation is typical for ACC [7]. In the driving simulator study, presented in [4], it was found that five out of ten subjects collided with the stationary vehicles. The subjects were informed about the limitations of the ACC but anyway failed to recognize that the situation required them to take over. Another study also investigated functional limitations of an ACC in a driving simulator but instead focused on deceleration limits and degraded sensor reliability caused by rain [3]. A deceleration limit that prevents harsh braking is another typical functional limitation of the ACC. For situations where deceleration limits of the ACC (deceleration limited to 0.28g (g=9.82 m/s^2)) prevented the system from maintaining a safe time-headway to a preceding vehicle, all sixteen drivers took over control from the ACC and avoided a rear-end collision. In rain, where degraded sensor reliability prevented the system from detecting a preceding vehicle, one of the sixteen subjects failed to take over control from the ACC and collided with the vehicle ahead. The results of these two studies ([4] and [3]) suggest that some functional limitations are handled by drivers while other are difficult for drivers to cope with.
Beside limitations in the functionality of ACC, hazardous situations can be caused by technical failures where the system does not behave according to its specification. [5] presents a driving simulator study that found that an unwanted acceleration failure caused 33% of the drivers to collide with a preceding vehicle. In another experiment, it was observed that, even though all drivers successfully handled a situation where the ACC failed to recognize a vehicle in front, they responded when the distance to the vehicle ahead was only 0.6 s on average [7]. This is below the recommended safe following distance [10]. The hazardous situations in both these studies was caused by an incorrectly applied acceleration when the ACC should have maintained a set time-headway to the preceding vehicle.

Another potential failure of ACC is to fail to decelerate the vehicle in the presence of a decelerating lead vehicle. A driving simulator study of such a scenario found that 30% of the participants collided with the vehicle in front when the ACC completely failed to slow down the vehicle [8]. Driver responses to this failure included both steering and braking with 50% depressing the brake pedal and 85% steering. Also, [8] mention that combined brake and steer responses were common in the study but they do not give precise percentages. It was suggested that reliance on the ACC both delayed and affected the type of response applied by the drivers.

The effects of reliance on automation have been recognized and analyzed before. In [11] the authors discuss the relationship between reliance and trust and the effects it can have on human monitoring of automation. Too much trust can result in overreliance on the capabilities of automation or cause humans to overlook automation failures. In this way, human trust is linked to the supervision of automation, including monitoring for functional limitations and automation failures.

As the level of automation is expected to increase in vehicles, with the ACC as one of the first systems in this development, driver supervision will be increasingly important for vehicle safety [12], [13]. Until the driver is completely removed from the task of driving it is therefore essential to understand driver responses in cases of automation failure. Efforts to deal with safety issues caused by failures of electronic systems (including ACC and other automation systems) in vehicles has led to the development and standardization of analysis methods to identify and classify possible hazards [14], [15]. These methods for analyzing hazards account for the likelihood of the driver handling the situation. This parameter of likelihood is commonly referred to as controllability.

The objective of our study was to explore the consequences of ACC related failures affecting acceleration and deceleration. Based on the concept of controllability we investigated if and how drivers responded to the malfunctions. Compared to the studies [5], [7], and [8] that were focused on unwanted acceleration and complete lack of deceleration, we included those failures but also studied partial lack of deceleration. The present study also compared results over different failure modes. Related to the studies of functional limitations [4] and [3], we considered failures where system requirements were violated (i.e., ACC malfunctions). The fundamental differences being that functional limitations are known to be part of the ACC system behavior, whereas failures are unexpected events that can be prevented or tolerated but are difficult to foresee.

II. Method

A. Study design

A driving simulator study was designed to explore driver behavior and overall outcome for ACC related failures. The driving conditions were chosen to represent a setting for which the ACC is designed for. All driving took place within a simulated stretch of rural highway resembling a real road in Sweden. The speed limit was 110 km/h which is the typical limit on this type of road in the country. Other traffic in the same direction included faster vehicles that overtook the driver with an interval of about two minutes and slower vehicles that drove between 90 and 100 km/h. The faster overtaking vehicles were introduced to force the driver to look out for overtaking vehicles before changing lane. The slower vehicles only appeared one at a time and therefore the driver had to overtake one before the next one appeared. This setup implied that the driver experienced both the ACC control modes, speed control and distance control.

Maximum speed and time-headway could not be changed by the driver and were set to 110 km/h and 2 s, respectively. Another difference in the driver interface compared to commercial ACC systems was that the driver could not accelerate the vehicle manually, i.e., the accelerator pedal was disabled. These limitations provided the necessary bounds to ensure repeatability of scenarios for subjects without affecting the drivers ability to brake or turn off the ACC.

A fault injection tool was developed to enable failures in a situation were the driver was following a preceding vehicle at a time-headway of 2 s. Other criteria for enabling the failure were that the vehicle was positioned in the middle of the lane with a tolerance of ±20 cm and that the driver had been driving for more than five minutes. Furthermore, to ensure that the driver experienced a fully functional ACC before the failure appeared a specially programmed lead vehicle was introduced after about six minutes. This lead vehicle drove in the right outer lane and had a velocity that oscillated between 105 and 110 km/h causing the ACC to adapt speed when following behind. If the driver tried to pass in the left lane the leader accelerated to 110 km/h and because the driver could not accelerate manually, overtaking was not possible. This configuration still did not guarantee that all drivers drove behind the specially programmed lead vehicle since they could keep trying to
overtake it. Unfortunately this meant that some drivers did not get into the follow situation and hence no failure could be introduced. These drivers are not part of the results or the analysis of this paper.

B. Participants

A total of forty-eight participants completed the experiment - thirty-three men and fifteen women between 25 and 59 years of age ($M = 40.5$, $SD = 9.83$). The subjects were selected from a list of people that had answered to advertisements in a local newspaper or on the VTI\(^1\) and SP\(^2\) webpages. Only persons with a self reported annual driving distance of more than 5000 km and who had held a driving license for at least 5 years were asked to participate. None of the subjects drove a vehicle with ACC on a regular basis.

In addition to the forty-eight subjects described above, another nine persons participated. Due to motion sickness or the mentioned problem of getting the subjects into the situations were failure modes could be enabled, the results of these nine persons are not considered.

C. ACC failure modes

The choice of failure modes was based on four main ways in which the ACC can malfunction, i.e., acceleration when it should not, deceleration when it should not, lack of acceleration, and lack of deceleration. From this set it was decided to focus on the most critical situations that were considered to be acceleration when it should not and lack of deceleration. Two failure modes referred to as FM1: Unwanted acceleration and FM4: Speed limit violation were devised to study accelerations when there should not be. Another two failure modes were included to study the effects of lack of deceleration, referred to as FM2: Complete lack of deceleration and FM3: Partial lack of deceleration.

For the two lack of deceleration failures (FM2 and FM3) the situation does not become critical unless there is a need to slow down the vehicle. In this study the lead vehicle therefore started to decelerate with 0.4g to a full stop at the same time as the failure was enabled. Similarly, the speed limit violation (FM4) has no effect on the behavior of the vehicle unless the preceding vehicle accelerates. The leader therefore accelerated during 28 s reaching a top speed of 150 km/h, starting at the same time as the speed limit violation failure was introduced. These changes in the behavior of the leader, together with the ACC failures contributed to create the critical situations that were the focus of this study. For unwanted acceleration (FM1), a critical situation developed even without a change in the speed of the lead vehicle.

The failure modes are described below:

**FM1: Unwanted acceleration** Caused the vehicle to accelerate with about 0.1g disregarding the set time-headway. Without an intervention from the driver the vehicle collided with the leader after 10 s.

**FM2: Complete lack of deceleration** Caused complete inhibition of deceleration commands from the ACC. In combination with a decelerating leader this caused the time-headway to diminish, eventually ending in a collision if the driver did not intervene. The driver had a time frame of little more than 5 s to react before the vehicles collided.

**FM3: Partial lack of deceleration** Caused partial inhibition of deceleration commands from the ACC. In combination with a decelerating leader this caused the time-headway to diminish, eventually ending in a collision if the driver did not intervene. The driver had a time frame of between 8 to 9 s to react depending on the velocity when the failure was introduced.

**FM4: Speed limit violation** Caused the upper limit of 110 km/h to be disregarded and when the preceding vehicle accelerated to 150 km/h the ACC commanded an acceleration, maintaining the time-headway but disrespecting the set speed limit.

All four failure modes were only active as long as the ACC was in control. If the driver pressed the brake pedal or pushed the ACC on/off button the ACC disengaged and the failure no longer affected the vehicle. A detailed description of the functionality of the ACC is given in Section II-E2.

D. Baseline

Each failure mode was preceded by an associated baseline drive where the only difference in the scenario was that no failure was introduced. This meant that for the baseline of the FM1 scenario nothing other than the described surrounding traffic appeared during the drive. For FM2 and FM3 the leader decelerated also in the baseline scenario, the difference was that the ACC was fully functional and successfully maintained the set time-headway. In the baseline scenario for FM4 the leader accelerated to 150 km/h and the ACC correctly limited the maximum speed to 110 km/h and respected the speed limit.

The baseline scenarios were not only designed for comparing data with the failure mode scenarios, they also served to present the drivers with a fully functional ACC. The intention was to first, in the baseline scenario, present a situation where the ACC coped with the situation before the rare event of a failure occurred in the failure mode scenario.

E. Equipment

The equipment used in the study was the following.

1) **Driving Simulator:** A moving base driving simulator presenting motion, visual, and auditory cues was used in the study, see Fig. 1. The motion base of the simulator was able to perform longitudinal, lateral, and vertical linear motions as well as roll, pitch, and yaw rotational motions.

---
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The physical workspace was ±0.18, ±0.27, and ±0.26 meters respectively for the three linear motions. These limits prevented one to one mapping of sustained accelerations which instead were scaled down to fit within the available motion envelope. For this study it meant that even if the amplitude of accelerations had to be scaled down, the failure modes affecting acceleration still generated motion cues perceivable by the driver. Besides the motion cues for vehicle accelerations the motion base also introduced vibrations to improve the realism of the driving experience.

On top of the motion base a Volvo S80 cabin presented a realistic vehicle interface. Besides providing a driver seat, steering wheel, pedals, and instrument panel the cabin had its original left rear view mirror in place on the outside of the door. Attached to this mirror a monitor displayed the rear view in order for drivers to look out for overtaking vehicles. The simulator was not equipped with a mirror on the right side. The front view was presented on a flat canvas mounted in the position of the windscreen. With the two visual displays available to the driver it was possible to monitor surrounding traffic when failures occurred. The drivers were always driving in the right lane when the failure occurred. The lack of a right rear view mirror was therefore not considered a critical limitation.

![Figure 1. The driving simulator used in the study.](image)

2) Adaptive Cruise Control System: The ACC system used in this study operated from stand still and could be turned on at any speed. When there was no vehicle in front, the system operated as a speed keeping system, maintaining the set velocity of 110 km/h. If there was a vehicle in front, moving slower than the set velocity, the ACC switched to distance keeping and maintained a time-headway of 2 s.

In order to control speed and distance, the ACC issued acceleration or brake commands to a model of the simulated vehicle. To comply with the available interfaces of the vehicle model, commands were issued as engine torque or brake pedal position. Design and implementation of the ACC was therefore done as suggested in [16], with an upper- and a lower-level controller, see Fig. 2. The upper-level controller determined a desired acceleration based on radar signals (relative distance and speed compared to the preceding vehicle) and the vehicle’s own velocity. Based on desired acceleration, the lower-level controller calculates the required engine torque or brake pedal position to achieve this acceleration.

The lower-level controller had a single mode of operation whereas the upper-level controller switched between different modes depending on whether the ACC operated as a speed or distance keeping system. In the speed keeping mode a proportional-integral (PI) controller generated the acceleration commands, see Eq. 1 where \( a_{des}^{spd} \) is the desired acceleration. \( e_v \) denote the error in velocity between the desired, \( v_{des} \), and the current, \( v_{own} \). The proportional and integral gains, \( K_p \) and \( K_I \) respectively, were chosen to have a stable but fast system while eliminating overshoot in velocity.

\[
a_{des}^{spd}(t) = K_p e_v(t) + K_I \int_0^t e_v(\tau)d\tau \tag{1}
\]

where
\[
e_v(t) = v_{des}(t) - v_{own}(t)
\]

The distance keeping mode was an implementation based on the control law presented in [16]. The control law determines a desired acceleration given current velocity and relative distance and velocity to the vehicle in front, see Eq. 2. \( a_{des}^{dist} \) is the desired acceleration, \( h \) denote desired time-headway, and \( \epsilon \) refer to the relative distance between the own and preceding vehicle measured from bumper to bumper. The parameter \( \lambda \) is used to tune the control law and was chosen to give stable and smooth control actions.

\[
a_{des}^{dist} = -\frac{1}{h}(\dot{\epsilon} + \lambda(\epsilon + h\dot{x}_{ove})) \tag{2}
\]

\[
a_{des} = \min \{a_{des}^{spd}, a_{des}^{dist}\} \tag{3}
\]

Finally the output of the upper-level controller was selected as the minimum of the two controllers, see Eq. 3. This simple solution caused some jerk when switching between speed and distance control but gave acceptable performance for the study.

Beside the upper- and lower-level controller the ACC also contained some logic for switching it on and off. The driver could at any time depress the brake pedal to decelerate the vehicle and at the same time disengage the ACC. A button on the steering wheel also provided a means for the driver to turn off the system. This button could also be used to reengage the ACC.

3) Fault injection mechanisms: The ACC was implemented as a MATLAB/Simulink [17] model. By modifying this model the system was forced into the failure modes described earlier. Fig. 3 illustrates the principal idea where a faulty signal is fed through instead of the correct when the fault enable signal is activated.
Failure modes FM1, FM2, and FM3 are immediately related to the acceleration of the vehicle. These three failure modes were therefore generated by manipulating the desired acceleration signal in the interface between the upper- and lower-level controllers. Table I shows how the fault injection mechanisms are implemented. The table also describes how FM4 was generated by modifying the maximum speed setting of the ACC.

F. Procedure

On arrival the participants were welcomed and given instructions about the experiment. The instructions contained information about the procedure of the experiment and a description of the functionality of the ACC. After reading the instructions the subjects were asked to fill out a survey with background information about themselves and to sign an informed consent sheet. By signing the sheet they agreed to participate in the study but could still ask for their records to be removed at any time. Because ACC failures are generally rare, we did not reveal to the participants before the experiment that the ACC was going to fail. Instead we informed them of the true purpose of the study at the conclusion of experiment.

When the subject was seated in the simulator the experiment leader repeated some of the information from the instructions. It was stressed that the drivers should use the ACC. They were asked to act as they would in real traffic. The drivers were also shown the ACC on/off button located on the steering wheel with which they could turn off and turn on the ACC anytime while driving. They were also told that the accelerator pedal was disabled but that the brakes worked as in a normal vehicle and that by pressing the brake pedal they would disengage the ACC (if a driver disengaged the ACC before the situation with the failure had occurred, the experiment leader asked the driver to turn the ACC back on using the ACC on/off button). After answering any questions from the participants it was time to start the practise scenario where the drivers familiarized themselves with the simulator. During the practise scenario the subjects drove with the ACC activated and were asked to explore its functionality by following as well as overtaking slower vehicles. Depending on the time it took for the participant to explore the functionality of the ACC the practice drive lasted for five to ten minutes. When finished with the practise drive the first of two pairs of baseline and failure mode scenarios was started. This way, each participant first drove one failure mode scenario preceded by its baseline scenario, followed by another failure mode scenario preceded by its baseline. The order of failure mode scenario was counterbalanced to prevent learning effects. Hence, the study included all twelve possible combinations of two out of the four failure mode scenarios. When done with all driving but before leaving, the participants were told that the true purpose of the experiment was to study their behavior in the presence of technical failures. Finally each person was rewarded with cinema tickets for their participation.

III. RESULTS

Results are presented according to failure mode. The first subsection addresses the outcome of FM1. Results of FM2 and FM3 are presented together in the second section and the third section gives the results of FM4. Beside the outcomes of the situations caused by the failure modes, results also include impact speed, minimum time-to-collision (TTC), and minimum time-headway (THW). The formulas used for calculating TTC and THW are given in Eq. 4 and 5 where \( v_{own} \) and \( v_{prec} \) are the velocities of the own and preceding vehicle and \( d \) denotes the relative distance between the two vehicles. Minimum values of TTC and THW are calculated from the time interval starting with the first appearance of the failure and ending with a collision or the successful avoidance of a collision.

\[
TTC(t) = \frac{d(t)}{v_{own}(t) - v_{prec}(t)} \quad (4)
\]

\[
THW(t) = \frac{d(t)}{v_{own}(t)} \quad (5)
\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure mode</th>
<th>Fault injection mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FM1</strong> Desired acceleration command from the upper-level controller is set to a constant value of 0.1g.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram FM1" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FM2</strong> Desired acceleration command from the upper-level controller is limited to a minimum of zero, preventing deceleration.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram FM2" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FM3</strong> Desired acceleration command from the upper-level controller is scaled down.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram FM3" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FM4</strong> The value of the maximum speed setting is set to 150 km/h.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram FM4" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table I
**DESCRIPTION OF FAILURE MODE MECHANISMS**

**A. FM1: Unwanted acceleration**

Of those twenty-four drivers exposed to FM1, twenty-one successfully avoided a collision with the preceding vehicle, see Table II. One driver turned off the ACC by pressing its on/off button on the steering wheel and six drivers applied the brakes. These two types of response meant that seven subjects slowed down the vehicle. The remaining fourteen drivers who were successful in their actions steered and changed lane. None of the participants changed lane and applied the brakes simultaneously.

The drivers with an outcome classified as *aborted* in Table II lost control of the vehicle due to strong braking or steering which triggered a safety mechanism that stopped the experiment. This mechanism was implemented to prevent drivers from being exposed to unsafe excessive forces.

**B. FM2: Complete lack of deceleration and FM3: Partial lack of deceleration**

Outcomes for the situations with FM2 and FM3 are also presented in Table II. Each of these two conditions were presented to twenty-four subjects. For both failure situations a majority of participants who avoided a collision steered and changed lane. The remaining subjects who successfully avoided a collision applied the brakes and slowed down the vehicle.

The situation in which the failure modes were enabled, as described in Section II-A, was designed to present the failures in comparable situation to all subjects. However, two participants for FM2 and three for FM3 were about to change lane when the failure was enabled. These subjects were therefore classified as *missing* and excluded from the analysis.

When the outcomes classified as *missing* were excluded, three out of twenty-two subjects were involved in a collision with the preceding vehicle after experiencing FM2. For FM3, nine out of twenty-one subjects collided with the preceding vehicle. Though partial loss of deceleration resulted in more collisions, the impact speed for FM3 was between 29 and 41 km/h ($M=36$, $SD=4.3$) whereas it was between 72 and 88 km/h ($M=82$, $SD=8.6$) for FM2. Other
differences between the two failure modes are the minimum TTC and minimum THW values that indicate less critical values for FM3, see Fig. 4. The differences are seen when comparing averages over all subjects, including those that collided (left side of Fig. 4), but are even more prominent when comparing minimum TTC and minimum THW for the groups of subjects who successfully avoided a collision (right side of Fig. 4).

![Figure 4. Average minimum time-to-collision (TTC) and average minimum time-headway (THW). Left side of the plot showing results based on all subjects (including those that collided). Right side showing results for the subjects who avoided a collision.](image)

Because of the small number of subjects slowing down to avoid a collision it was not considered relevant to do any comparative analysis between changing lane and slowing down.

C. **FM4: Speed limit violation**

As Table II also shows, a majority of the drivers exposed to FM4 responded by pressing the brake pedal or turning off the ACC using its on/off button. However, eight drivers executed *no response* within 30 s after the failure had been enabled and the speed limit was violated. The response time of the drivers who did slow down was between 5.41 and 22.86 s (\(M=15.44, SD=5.09\)) measured from the time the speed first exceeded 110 km/h until the brake pedal or the on/off button was pressed.

If a driver lost control of the vehicle the experiment was aborted for the same safety reason as described for FM1, see Section III-A. Two experiments were aborted for FM4 and are classified as such in Table II.

IV. **DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

We have seen that failures in the longitudinal control of the vehicle while driving with an ACC can lead to critical situations and in some scenarios the outcome is a collision. Similar results have been reported in [5] where it was found that 33% of drivers experiencing an unwanted acceleration by a failing ACC collided with a preceding vehicle. For safety analysis and system design this implies that it cannot be expected that all drivers will cope with these technical failures. However, an interesting question for future studies is whether drivers can control failures when aided by information from a diagnostic function. In the present study, drivers were given no warnings or other indication of the failure. Had they been informed about the failure when it occurred it is expected that it would have had a positive effect on the outcome.

Besides being warned when an error is detected, drivers can be provided with continuous feedback to improve their monitoring of the automated task. Such feedback can be provided during normal as well as erroneous operation. The approach, if applied appropriately, can keep drivers alert and aware of states of the automated task that they are required to monitor [18]. Providing continuous feedback may also promote more appropriate reliance on automation. These potential benefits were studied in [19] using an interface designed to provide feedback about operation of an ACC. In their study, subjects were provided continuous values of THW and TTC in the form of a triangular or trapezoidal shape in a display. The results showed that driver responses to functional limitations can be enhanced by such feedback from an ACC.

In the present study of unwanted acceleration and lack of deceleration (FM1, FM2, and FM3) it was found that drivers steered more frequently than applied the brakes to avoid a collision. Results in [5] indicate a similar tendency where all drivers who avoided a collision steered or steered as well as applied the brakes (i.e., no driver responded with braking only). Also [8] show that steering is a common response to ACC failures. We believe that a possible contributing factor to this behavior is the separation of the driving task, i.e., that ACC controls longitudinal velocity and the driver has sole responsibility for the lateral direction. Our hypothesis is that this separation causes drivers to prefer steering rather than applying the brakes when faced with a critical situation, since brake application implies taking back control from the ACC. Furthermore, it can mean that drivers allow for some error in ACC’s control of velocity and THW before intervening. This effect of automation was also demonstrated in the case of the speed limit violation (FM4), where eight drivers did nothing to slow down and the average response time of those who did slow down was more than 15 s. [20] mention similar effects, such as a diminished ability of operators of automation to detect and intervene when automation fails. They identified the effects as an out-of-the-loop problem and explained it as “loss of manual skills and loss of awareness of the state and processes of the system”. [21] elaborated on related issues and mentioned the paradox of automation. Without being in direct control of a system the operator should act as a supervisor, a role that is not necessarily less demanding than manual control. Instead it requires the operator to stay vigilant even though his or
One reason to relax a fail-silent requirement and allow some limited deviation from the completely correct output is that feedback controllers, such as ACC, can benefit from having a failure model that takes advantage of the inherent error recovery mechanism that the feedback loop provides [23], [24], [25]. Because the controller is designed to compensate for disturbances it also proves effective in dealing with some errors in itself. The fail-bounded failure model allows the output to deviate within given bounds instead of requiring silence when an exactly correct value can not be provided, as is the case for fail-silent systems. Whether it is desirable from a driver and safety perspective to use a fail-silent or fail-bounded failure model for the ACC is the target of future work.

Follow up studies can also address limitations in the experimental setup of the present study. Like most similar studies of vehicle automation failures we used a driving simulator [5], [26], [8]. Experiments in simulators are safe and reproducible but can lack realism since the environment presented to the driver is artificially generated. Replicating studies in different simulators adds confidence in results but provide no proof of correspondence with real-world driving. Future work should therefore replicate the present study in other driving simulators but also look at alternatives such as conducting experimenters on a test track. The limitations of test track experiments are not negligible but together with driving simulator studies they can provide a broader view of the consequences of ACC related failures.

Another limitation of the present study was the disabled accelerator pedal. Commercially available ACC systems typically allow the driver to override the ACC and request additional acceleration. It is possible that this limitation affected the drivers and that they would have responded differently in the failure scenarios if they had been able to accelerate using the pedal. However, using the pedal as a response to the ACC failures would have worsen the situations and does not seem to be a reasonable action from drivers. Another potential effect of the disabled accelerator pedal may have been that drivers felt less included in the task of controlling speed than they do with a typical ACC. As a consequence they may have been more likely to steer and change lane than to apply the brakes and slow down when the ACC failed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changed lane</th>
<th>Slowed down</th>
<th>No response</th>
<th>Collided</th>
<th>Aborted</th>
<th>Missing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FM1</td>
<td>14 (67%)</td>
<td>7 (33%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM2</td>
<td>16 (73%)</td>
<td>3 (14%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (14%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM3</td>
<td>10 (48%)</td>
<td>2 (10%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9 (43%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM4</td>
<td>-***</td>
<td>14 (64%)</td>
<td>8 (36%)</td>
<td>-***</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: Participants who did not respond were always involved in a collision. The outcome is therefore reported as a collision.
**: Not included since changing lane had not effect on the failure and little or no effect on the criticality of the situation.
***: Not applicable since the 2 s time-headway to the preceding vehicle was always maintained.

Table II
OUTCOMES OF THE FAILURE SCENARIOS (N=24 FOR EACH FAILURE)
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